PUNCH DANDY'S ORCHESTRA WILL FURNISH AN ATTRACTIVE LIST OF PIECES FOR BIG FORMAT.

The program of the music to be played at the annual Pian-Helicon party is to be held Friday evening, April 17th has just been announced and is printed in today's Iowa. The list includes an unusual number of excellent pieces and the music is certainly to be one of the features of the big party. The organization of this year will surpass anything that has ever been seen at a local function, stated the representative of the firm who is in charge of the entertainment for the organization. The firm has had a man in Italy and Greece since the first of the year and he has fully prepared with a multitude of rare and original ideas which will be brought out for the first time at the party the Friday after vacation. An important point about this is that arrangements of individual books of the different fraternities which will serve as a distinct auditing piece. In addition to this the secret of the programs but a little detective work has revealed the fact that they are to be of Interest not amounting much extraordinary and apart from the usual program.

The music is as follows:

**Hino**-Adele, by D'Amour.  
**Waltz**-Missouri.  
**Hesitation**-Dream Days.  
**Tango**-That Tango Tune.  
**Tango**-Bagdad.  
**Waltz**-Sextette.  
**Waltz**-Ship Mary.  
**Waltz**-Some Happy Evening.  
**Tango**-Around.

Valuable Advertisements

The chorus proved even better than before and stepped through their numbers rhythmically and easily, with the accompaniments of Mary Ann and Ernest White. The weather will permit a bye in the afternoon and having quartette composed of Illinoise, Hermanca and White lived up to its reputation as exceptional harmonists and were recalled repeatedly (Continued on page two)

IOWA INSTRUCTOR WRITERS FOR AMERICAN MACHINERY

Professor F. R. Hiegle of the department of descriptive geometry and drawing has an article in this week's American Machinist on "Forecasting Designs has Merit for Drawing Room and Shop Artists." It is a part of a general discussion on "Dimensions," which the writer deems should be taught by engineers of prominence state chair views of technical drawing. Among the other writers whose articles accompany the professor's are: E. J. embodied, professor of Machine Design, Illinois Polytechnic Institute, Evanston, Ill.; G. P. Sumner, Mechanical Engineering Department, L. D. Jennings, chief draftsman, Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co.
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Prominent Classical Instructors Meet

(Continued from page one)

Ernest of Kentucky, Northwestern, Colorado, Ohio Wesleyan, Grinnell, and the state university of Iowa.

Dr. C. H. Weller and Dean W. A. Jessup of Iowa and Hon. D. D. Murphy of the state board of education will appear on the program. Professor Weller has for his subject, "The Work of the Artesian school at Athens." This address contains a brief statement of the origin and scope of this school, the work which it has accomplished and which is now being done and the opportuni-

ties which it offers to a student of the classics. Prov. W. A. Jessup has for his subject, "The Little Theatre Play." This is a discussion of the qualifications, issues of service, and composition of boys teachers in the middle west and with some details in re-

A Partial List of What we Clean

Evening Gowns, any style and material, Embroidery, Kimonos, Wrappers, Crepe de Chine, Silk, Wool, Flannel, Lace, Furs, Curtains, Tapestry, Shoes, Kid or buckskin; Suede.

The University of Chicago,

HOME STUDY

(Continued from page one)

The Iowa City Inn, 119 1/2 E Washington St.

University Typewriter Company

SUMMER & SUMMER

211 1/2 Clinton St. Phone 149 B.
Ocker son, the associated with Dr. John R. leaders in the schools at his vacation friends. the baseball team while in the high school of his home in Washington. Mercer friends. M. W. R. L. B. Will Lead GREAT INTEREST... to attend the Engineering Record, one of the leading professional journals of the country came out this week with an article on Dayton and the present status of flood protection work in the Ohio valley. in speaking of the recent gathering of engineers and attorneys at Dayton, the Journal says: "For the judicial procedure a great array of legal and engineering talent had been assembled. Retained by the Dayton Flood commission; D. M. Mead, consulting engineer and professor of hydraulic engineering at the university of Wisconsin, J. H. Ryes, consulting engineer of Denver; J. W. Alford, consulting engineer of Chicago, C. H. Miller of the Miller Engineering Co., Little Rock, Ark., W. A. Giffen, civil engineer, Little River Drainage Oltel, Cape Girardeau, Mo.

A picture of the principle members of the above named group was also included in the Engineering Record review of the Dayton session. Prof. Woodward was among those in the photograph. "This recent meeting of engineers and legal men at Dayton was probably one of the most notable gatherings of its kind that has occurred within recent years.

ORDER Are coming in fast for tickets for the GREEK PLAY ALCESTIS DON'T WAIT. SEND IN YOUR ORDER AT ONCE. The play is given—in English, of course— Saturday, April 11 At the ENGLERT THEATRE AT 8:00 P. M.

The Alcestis has delighted the world for 25 centuries. Its humor and pathos have thrilled every civilized people. Its plot is entrancing. The play taken you back into the rich life of the most brilliant and artistic of all nations.

YOU MAY NEVER HAVE THE CHANCE AGAIN to see the Alcestis. Don’t miss this one.

YOU WILL BE CHARMED with the beautiful costumes and scenery, the songs and dancing of the chorus, and the skillful performance of the actors.

ORDER IN ADVANCE and be sure of good seats. Reservations 50 cents, 75 cents and $1. Send your check, while you have it in mind, to MANAGER OF GREEK PLAY Iowa City, stating your preference as to seats.

BOX OFFICE OPEN At the Theatre April 10, at 9:00 A. M.